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Overview

Oracle’s Commitment to Discovery
Oracle for Research helps bring about positive change
in the world by advancing research through cloud
computing.
We provide scientists, researchers, and university
innovators with open, nurturing communities; free
access to high-value, robust Oracle Cloud technologies;
and startup and industry collaborations to find
solutions to complex problems.
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I’d love to try, but I honestly don’t
understand the cloud

but how..?
Well researchers told us…

Is there a problem to
solve..?

We never get enough access to the
supercomputer

I’ve got great data, but its’ to complicated to
move! Can you bring the algorithms to the
data?

I have a side project which would be perfect,
but we haven’t got the funding through yet!

1. I have a great Project but no funding
• OfR has a grant program to support you
2. I want to focus on the science not the IT?
• We can provide support and automation
3. I can’t get enough time on our supercomputer
• On OCI you can spin up your own array

We spend all our time cleaning
data

Can you help with tech support on
gromacs?

Can we make this run faster?

I need to securely share my data

We need to share this workspace with our
collaboration partners…

… load more …

The Opportunity: Digital Research

Commodity Super
Computing
4
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Benefits of Oracle for Research
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Focus on Outcomes

Open Standards

Time to Results

Focus on your research with
simple platforms and
tooling.

BYO-Stack! Run and build
on the tools you love on the
worlds fastest cloud.

Run what you need when
you need and eliminate
queues in your workflow.
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The Opportunity: Digital Research

Commodity Super
Computing
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Automation of Tools
and Platforms
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- EMEA Team
Team Backgrounds
Rich Pitts

Mike Riley

Research Advocate

Cloud Solution Architect
Business Information
Systems – Database
Specialist

NERC / IUCN funded &
Environmental Research

richard.pitts@oracle.com
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125 Billion Records
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michael.riley@oracle.com

MRC-IEU The GWAS webpage….
https://gwas.mrcieu.ac.uk/
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Oracle to provide an autonomous ATP DB
at the heart of
Open GWAS

Autonomous Database | Evolves into a Data Platform
Data
Acquisition &
Transformation
Data
Virtualization

Autonomous
Database
Cloud Service

Application
Development

Analytics

Machine
Learning

Tightly integrated data platform

“Autonomous Data
Platform
Creates Data Driven
Outcomes”
Technologies
Natively
Integrated into Database…

IoT

Spatial

Social Graph
Analysis

Real-Time
Analytics

Blockchain
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Documents

Machine
Learning

The Opportunity: Digital Research

Commodity Super
Computing
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Automation of Tools
and Platforms
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Open
Collaboration

The High Level Research
Domain Architecture…..

With Oracle for
Research Technical
Specialists we will
work with you to
Develop a high level
Architecture into a
practical solution.

How does the World Hive Network function?
Sensor arrays in the World Hive
Network hives remotely monitor and
capture acoustics, brood temperature,
humidity, hive weight, bee traffic and
weather to generate insights into the
status of hive health and surrounding
environments
When the data is sent to Oracle Cloud,
its held in an autonomous DB
AND THEN
AI and Machine Learning generate
further insights into patterns, trends
and correlations.

Detecting a Swarm ?

Detecting a Swarm ?

Building Open Communities

Open Data
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Open Tooling
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Networks of
expertise

COVID-19: An Unexpected Breakthrough
Discovery of a Druggable Pocket
“Oracle Cloud computing let us work at the pace required to achieve
tangible results in this crisis.”
—Imre Berger, Professor Biochemistry and Chemistry, University of Bristol

Oracle HPC Cloud Accelerated COVID-19 Research
Faster Time to Results Means More Opportunities for Discovery

As hospitals filled with severely ill patients and the world went on lockdown to try to
slow the spread of the novel coronavirus in early 2020, it was self-evident that
treatments and vaccines were urgently needed. Researchers around the globe, including
an international team led by Professor Christiane Schaffitzel of the University of Bristol’s
School of Biochemistry and Professor Imre Berger of the Max Planck-Bristol Centre for

Minimal Biology, shifted their focus to SARS-CoV-2. It seemed that COVID-19, the
disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, was triggered by its spike protein, and Professors
Schaffitzel and Berger aimed to generate that spike to conduct serological tests.
When they used cryo-electron microscopy to perform a quality control check of their
generated spike, they found something unexpected: the spike had a pocket that
appeared to bind to an essential fatty acid – linoleic acid – potentially connecting the
virus to its clinical symptoms of severe respiratory distress and organ inflammation.
Even more exciting was the realization that if the pocket could be closed, the virus could
The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein captures linoleic acid, a key molecule in the body that
regulates inflammation and immune response. COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
BRISTOL

be rendered harmless. The team had discovered a potentially druggable pocket and
opened the door to the possibility of stopping COVID-19.

Oracle HPC Cloud Accelerated COVID-19 Research
Faster Time to Results Means More Opportunities for Discovery

• The team led by researchers at the University of Bristol discovered that the SARSCoV-2 spike protein binds with linoleic acid, an essential fatty acid that the human
body cannot produce.
• Linoleic acid is important for regulating inflammation and immune response, and in

patients with severe COVID-19 disease, linoleic acid is depleted. The discovery by the
research team potentially helps explain why this is so, connecting linoleic acid, the
SARS-CoV-2 virus and COVID-19.
• Even more importantly, the Bristol-led team found the “unique binding pocket” where
the spike protein captures the linoleic acid, and discovered that when the SARS-CoV-2
spike protein binds with linoleic acid, it gets locked in a state that prevents it from

binding to human ACE2 cell receptors – rendering it non-infectious.
• If this pocket on the spike protein can be drugged to its locked state, potentially using
antiviral drugs, COVID-19 treatments will be improved and lives will be saved.
• Computational modeling of SARS-CoV-2 was critical to these discoveries. On-premise
super computers needed the power of enterprise computing to process the very large
data sets from the University of Bristol’s powerful cryo-electron microscope.

• The researchers leveraged Oracle’s high-performance Cloud infrastructure to develop
The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein captures linoleic acid, a key molecule
in the body that regulates inflammation and immune response.
COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL

a novel computational approach to create a 3D, high-resolution digital model that
allowed them to visualize and study the spike protein molecule composition.

Oracle HPC Cloud Accelerated COVID-19 Research
Faster Time to Results Means More Opportunities for Discovery

Oracle Cloud Architecture in Cluster in the Cloud

OCI Performance Characteristics
• Best suited to heterogeneous
high-throughput tasks
• Pipelines needing different node type(s)

Login
(SSH)

for different parts
• Can be much more specific than the average
on-premise cluster

Submit Job
(Cluster in the Cloud, Batch)

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
VM.GPU3.1

• Always have access to the latest hardware
• Nodes are only switched on and paid for while
jobs are running

Running job
(on)

• Nodes are switched off automatically when idle
• Great for teaching clusters

Management VM

Finished job
(terminated)

Running job
(on)

Timing
• Full system test ~ 20 minutes on Oracle
•
•
•
•

Create cluster from scratch
Submit job
Run job
Tear down whole cluster

• Job submit → job start: < 2-3 minutes

Grant Program
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Free Credits

Cloud Expertise

Marketing

Your IP

Dedicated $ value of cloud
credits to use on what you
want, when you want it.

Technical Support and
functional supports to make
your workloads faster than
ever.

Collaborative marketing and
signal boosting of research and
white papers.

You remain in control and
retain all IP.
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Application Process

https://www.oracle.com/oracle-for-research/apply.html
Award and On Board!
Tenancy granted and
setup!

Approx. 2-6 weeks
Submit Application
Simple word doc, open
access grant process.

Compliance & Capacity
Legal compliance and
capacity checks for
Oracle Cloud.
Learn & Research!
Review OfR GitHub and
support from Oracle.

Technical Review
Work with OfR Team to understand
technical requirements.
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Assessment
Each project is assessed
against a standard framework
for technical and research
ingenuity and the institute &
applicant track record.

For more details contact:
Rich Pitts
Snr Research Advocate for Europe
richard.pitts@oracle.com
DM on Twitter @RichPitts

Cloud.
Community.
Collaboration.

Unlock Your Research Possibilities with Free Oracle Cloud*
To learn more:
https://www.oracle.com/oracle-for-research/
https://blogs.oracle.com/oracle-for-research/

https://twitter.com/OracleResearch/
https://github.com/OracleForResearch
*Includes dedicated access to Oracle HPC/GPU resources

Thank you …..

Application for Oracle For Research Grants
https://www.oracle.com/oracle-for-research/apply.html
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